
Dear Harvest Partner,
With the events that are happening in the financial markets many countries are having a financial struggle to stay on top of the

coming chaos. Dark shadows are truly creeping across the world. The financial conditions cannot overcome this worldwide
debt. There will be no way out. It is so large now that it has consumed all nations. – A major weather event is now showing a
serious drought condition in the West. One weather report I recently read projected the extreme cold that is now happening as well
as the warmer weather in Alaska and is projecting more droughts in the West and Midwest in the coming years. The drought is so
extreme that Hoover Dam-Lake Mead is at one of its lowest levels since being built and supplies water to much of the West. –
Let’s take a look at the future with Brother Neal Frisby’s projections.

PROPHETIC KNOWLEDGE – “The Scriptures admonish us to listen closely to what God has to say about the future and
how He will instruct us in the latter days! Prov. 8:1, ‘Doth not wisdom cry? And understanding put forth her voice?’ – vs. 4, ‘Unto
you, O men, I call; and my voice is to the sons of man!’ – vs. 33-35, ‘Hear instructions, and be wise, and refuse it not. Blessed is
the man that heareth me, watching daily at my gates, waiting at the posts of my doors. For who so findeth me findeth life,
and shall obtain favour of the Lord!’” – Now let us see what problems and conditions this world will be facing concerning the
future! – For the Holy Spirit will show us things to come and prepare us for the escape into the heavenly arms the translation of the
Lord Jesus!” – “The problems that will face mankind will be his inventions, foolishness and his own deception!”

THE AGE OF DECEPTION – “It will take on a multitude of forms, but we will list a few ways this will appear! – It will
forerun satan’s man in strong delusion, lying signs and wonders that are not Scriptural . . . similar to how Moses was challenged!”
– “Witchcraft, sorcery and the occult will flourish in all directions in contempt of God’s true miraculous! New movies of horror
and fantasy bringing terror through special effects will take its toll on the mind of the youth!” – “The prince of darkness will use
electronics, computers and new inventions of science to control the minds of the people until the ‘final deceiver’ arrives on the
scene! – A true spell-binder of astonishment! His presence will intoxicate them into false worship! – The images of the nether
world fascinate and bewitch their visions and minds with subtle feelings, sensuality of the underworld of satan! – His potions and
spirits possessing mankind! – The women at this time will never have felt a more evil spell! – The men likewise will receive a new
lease of wickedness! The nations youth is practically overtaken by the use of narcotics now! The future of this is not very
comforting and what we see now is casting dark shadows ahead!” – “A potion of madness is awaiting those who have rejected
Christ! – Jesus takes His elect out for it will be no place to live during this time of the near future!”

THE FUTURE UPON US – “The story of Joseph in Egypt reveals what the future will be soon! As many parts of the world
are already in famine; soon a world food shortage will begin!” – “Joseph predicted to Pharaoh the coming of 7 severe years of
drought and famine! (Gen. 41:30) -–Soon everything wound up in the hands of Joseph and Pharaoh . . .ground, property, and etc.
including all food! (vs. 56) – And all the money!” – Gen. 47:14-18. “Finally all they had left to offer was their bodies as slaves! –
In vs. 19 they were willing to become servants to Pharaoh! – They were actually down to the point of being marked slaves! – But
Joseph and Pharaoh done that which was good and shared with them!” (vs. 23-26) – “Now at the end of the age will rise two type
personages; an evil Pharaoh (anti-Christ) and an evil type Joseph (a false prophet) and we see an economic crisis will come, and
money will fail; also famine and a world food shortage! – Once again the people will be slaves to the anti-Christ mark!” (Rev.
13:13-15) – “It will repeat just like in the days of Joseph, except there will not be any good Joseph around! – And after the
Translation of the church the food shortage becomes severe, for there is no rain at all during the last 42 months!” (Rev. 11:3-6) –
“At this time the black and pale horse scourge, terrify and destroy the earth!” (Rev. 6:5-8) – During the days of Joseph he
had control of both Gentiles and Jews!” (Gen. chap. 47) “And at the end of the age through the mastery of electronics and
computers the whole world will be controlled as a global unit family!” (Rev. chap. 13) – Rev. 11:9-11, “reveals the modern day
satellite television and the electronic devices! Or how else could all people of the world at one time see these events that these
verses describe!” “Through the predictions of the past and through the forecast of things to come we see a controlled society
in the last days! A world with a different type credit and another type money buying power! Man will use an electronic system to
control all commerce, banking and business! Plus new satellites are being put into place that can literally see all of the earth and
keep track of all movement! So the nations are rapidly preparing for the new global society which will be inhuman, godless,
devilish and short lived!” – “Let us watch and pray, and look up for Jesus will appear soon!” End quote.

This month I have a special book called “Predictions – Joel’s Forecast.” Truly the predictions prophesied are happening all
around us. No one can say they did not have time to prepare for the coming chaos leading to the Great Tribulation as well as
Armageddon. What a wonderful book! Also I am releasing a DVD called “The Truth and the Light.” – It is easy to see now that all
of the support that Jesus has put behind this message carries one of the greatest blessings. All those who help will receive God’s
wisdom. May Jesus prosper and increase your blessings.
                                                                     Your Brother in Christ,

All three new CD’s or Cassettes, $15.00 donation: New DVD release: “The Truth and the Light”
“The Magnetic Revelator – Lord Jesus”                                               Also available: “Space Age Faith”
“Commotion”                                                                                                   ($20.00 donation each)
“On Time – Set Time”
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